
Name: SOKOI 3 SAFETY HARNESS Code: FD1113 FD11 FALL ARREST DEVICES - HARNESSES

Description

SOKOI 3 harness is made in polyester and it features:
ATTACHMENTS: 2 chest ñDò attachments and 1 dorsal "D" attachment for 
the fall arrest system.
ADAPTABILITY: Adjustable shoulder straps and leg loops.
 Sliding frontal plate for chest strap adjustment.
ADVANTAGES: Adjustable top and bottom.
ERGONOMICS: Integrated seat belt for increased worker's comfort.
MAXIMUM LOAD: 140 kg.

Sokoi harnesses are in polyester, which has a higher resistance to 
elongation than other materials. The harness does not stretch 
dangerously in the event of a fall, therefore, the worker does not risk 
slipping out of the harness.

Sokoi harnesses may be equipped, uponrequest, with a Tell-Tale fall 
indicator, positioned, through the seams, on the back of the shoulder; it 
detaches itself in the event of a fall. The harness must be immediately 
replaced after a fall.

Technical Specifications:
- Dorsal "D" Attachment for the fall arrest system.
- Shoulder attachment with adjustment.
- "A" or "A/2" label: indicate the attachment points of the fall arrest system.
- Labels: enclosed in a durable polyethylene bag to prevent the marking 
from fading.
- Sliders: the ends of the straps arelocked by plastic clips.
- Chest strap fitted with single sliding buckle to allow the wearer to secure 
the strap in the desired position.
- Front attachments: All the textile loops are covered with a textile 
reinforcement.

The product has been designed and manufactured to comply with 
Regulation (EU) 2016/425 and subsequent amendments.
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EN 361 Suitable for work at height.

Read carefully the user sheet included.
Make sure the item is in good condition, 
undamaged before use. Once you become aware 
of a damage, you should immediately replace it.

Keep in a dry place, far from heat sources.

Dexterity Storage and cleaning
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